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  In shallow water acoustic tomography, broadband mid-frequency acoustic waves (1 to 5 kHz) follow multiple ray-like paths to travel through
the ocean. Travel-time (TT) variations associated to these raypaths are classically used to estimate sound speed perturbations of the water
column using the ray theory. In this shallow water environment, source and receiver arrays, combined with adapted array processing, provide
the measurement of directions-of-arrival (DOA) and directions-of-departure (DOD) of each acoustic path as new additional observables to
perform ocean acoustic tomography. To this aim, the double-beamforming technique is used to extract the TT, DOA and DOD variations from
the array-to-array acoustic records. Besides, based on the first order Born approximation, we introduce the time-angle sensitivity kernels to link
sound speed perturbations to the three observable variations. This forward problem is then inverted with the maximum a posteriori method
using both the extracted-observable variations and the proposed sensitivity kernels. Inversion results obtained on numerical data, simulated with
a parabolic equation code, are presented. The inversion algorithm is performed with the three observables separately, namely TT, DOA and
DOD. The three observables are then used jointly in the inversion process. The results are discussed in the context on ocean acoustic
tomography.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of ocean acoustic tomography introduced by Munk and Wunsh in 1979 (1) aims

at using acoustic wave propagation to retrieve seawater characteristics.

In shallow water waguides, mid-frequency acoustic wave take multiple ray-like paths to

propagate from one point to another one (Fig. 1). The acoustic arrivals corresponding to each

raypath can be identified by their travel-times (TT), direction-of-arrival (DOA) and

direction-of-departure (DOD) as shown on Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1: Pekeris waveguide with examples of three possible raypaths. The source and receive array at the begin-

ning and the end of the waveguide have 97 elements evenly spaced by 0.5 m i.e. .These observables – measured with

source-receiver arrays and the double beamforming technique (2; 3) – vary when the sound speed distribution changes

in the waveguide.

In ocean acoustic tomography, TT have been classically used to retrieve waveguide sound

speed maps (4; 5; 6). Indeed, when sound-speed perturbations occur in the waveguide, TT vary

according to the size, the location and the value of the perturbation. Using source-receiver

arrays and adapted signal processing (2; 3; 7; 8), it is possible to record DOA and DOD

variations due to sound-speed perturbations as well. The relation between TT, DOA and DOD

variations and sound speed perturbations can be approximated linearly using the sensitivity

kernel theory(9; 10; 11).

In this paper, ocean acoustic tomography using jointly TT, DOA and DOD is performed. An

inversion scheme using the maximum a posteriori (12; 13) and time-angle sensitivity kernels

(T-A-SK) is presented in part 2, and then applied on numerical dataset obtained with parabolic

equation simulations in part 3.

INVERSION OF THE T-A-SK FORWARD PROBLEM USING THE MAXIMUM A

POSTERIORI

The formulation of the forward problem using the T-A-SK (11) – i.e. the mathematical link

between the TT, DOA and DOD variations measured with double-beamforming, δτ, δθr, δθe,

and the sound-speed perturbation, δc – is expressed as:

⎛
⎝

δτ

δΘr

δΘe

⎞
⎠≃

�

V

⎛
⎝

KTT (r′)

KDOA(r′)

KDOD(r′)

⎞
⎠ δc(r′) dV (r′) (1)

where KTT , KDOA and KDOD are the sensitivity kernels associated to each observable TT, DOA

and DOD respectively. The waveguide volume is noted as V and dV (r′) is an elementary volume

located in the waveguide at point r
′′′.
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An example of T-A-SK is represented on Fig. 2 and shows the sensitivity of the acoustic path

reflected twice on the surface and the bottom of the waveguide (plain line) for each observable.

(a) DOA-sensitivity kernel (b) DOD-sensitivity kernel

( in ◦/(m.s−1)/m3 ) ( in ◦/(m.s−1)/m3 )

(c) TT-sensitivity kernel

( in s/(m.s−1)/m3 )

FIGURE 2: (a) DOA-, (b) DOD-, (c) TT-sensitivity kernel associated to the raypath shown in plain line. Positive

(resp. negative) zones represent areas where a positive sound-speed perturbation induces a positive (resp. negative)

variation of DOA, DOD or TT.

Then, this forward problem is inverted thanks to the maximum a posteriori method (12; 13).

Assuming that data misfit and the model prior misfit are statistically gaussian, the maximum a

posteriori can be written as:

�mMAP = m0 +λCmG
T (GλCmG

T
+Cd)−1(d−Gm0) (2)

Where d is the data vector (i.e. the TT, DOA and DOD variations of each acoustic arrival), m

is the model vector (i.e. pixels of the sound-speed perturbation map) and G is Fréchet derivative

matrix (i.e. matrix containing the T-A-SK). The prior knowledge is contained in Cd, the data

covariance matrix, Cm, the model covariance matrix and m0, the model statistical mean. λ is

the L-curve parameter included to adjust the importance of the model prior information

relatively to the data information (14; 15).

Each observable is assumed to be independent which implies that Cd is diagonal. Because

all the diagonal terms are not referring to the same observable, the relative weight between
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observables is adjusted using prior information obtained on a training numerical set. Besides, it

has been assumed that the sound-speed perturbation at a certain point of the waveguide is

correlated with perturbation of the surrounding points. This spatial correlation has been

assumed to be Gaussian, λr and λz being the parameters determining respectively the

correlation lengths in range and depth. All this prior information is contained in the model

covariance matrix, Cm.

The theoretical part being presented, the natural follow up is to apply it on numerical

simulation to see the results.

INVERSION OF A SIMULATED DATASET
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FIGURE 3: Inversion results for different values of lambda (λ= 103.2, 102, 1, 10−2, 10−3.2) compared to the “ground

truth” that is the sound-speed perturbation map used in the PE simulations.

In order to test the inversion using the T-A-SK, a set of two 3D-signals – in time, receiver

depth, source depth – is simulated with a Padé parabolic equation code. The first signal is

propagated in a uniform sound-speed (1500 m/s) Pekeris waveguide of 1500 m in length and 50

m in depth (see Fig. 1). And the second one, is propagated in the same waveguide with a

sound-speed perturbation of 0.3 m/s (0.02% of the background) (see “ground truth” on Fig. 3).

The 3D-signals are recorded on 25-pairs of source-receiver arrays of 21 meters in aperture (43

hydrophones). The signal is a Gaussian pulse with a bandwidth of 1.25 kHz centered on 2.5 kHz.

Observables are extracted out of these signals for 550 raypaths with 2 to 12 reflections on

the seafloor and the sea surface. Variations of each observable are computed and used to

retrieve the sound-speed perturbation map.

Results are shown on the Fig. 3 for different values of lambda. The L-curve (14; 15)

represented in plain line on Fig. 3 shows that the highest values of lambda allow a better fit to

the data whereas lower values of lambda constrain the inversion to tend toward the medium

prior. The best inversion result is then found close to the (λ= 1) when a trade-off is found

between data fit and a medium prior fit. Indeed, by giving more weight to the data, the

maximum value of the perturbation is closer to the “ground truth” one. However, giving more

weight to the medium prior reduces the background noise level.
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This gives good inversion results regarding the perturbation shape and the background

noise, in spite of the fact that the perturbation value is only retrieved at 50% of what it should

be. Other scenarios with different locations of the perturbation have also been tested giving the

same results. This shows that the T-A-SK inversion results do not depend on the location of the

perturbation regarding the source/receiver arrays.

CONCLUSION

For the first time in ocean acoustic tomography, a sound-speed perturbation has been

retrieved using directions-of-arrival and directions-of-departure of acoustic wavepaths, jointly

with their corresponding travel-times. This has been done thanks to double-beamforming array

processing, time-angle sensitivity kernels and maximum a posteriori inversion. Further

investigations should lead to perform underwater acoustic inversions on small-scale experiment

data, to see if the time-angle sensitivity kernels can be used to retrieve sound-speed

perturbations occurring in real environments.
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